1. In Eq. (5) page 137 a minus sign is missing in the argument of the exponential, correctly it is * − . 2. The formulas (30) and (31) and the regarding discussion about the conditions of velocity strengthening and weakening of steady-state friction is to be corrected. Instead of (30) the condition of velocity strengthening is:
Instead of (31) the condition of velocity weakening is:
3. The lines 3-4 on page 143 "The sign of coefficient of V ss in Eq. (29) distinguishes between velocity strengthening and weakening." should be replaced by "We can derive the velocity dependency of steady-state friction by using Eq. (29)." 4. On page 144 the lines 1-6 should be replaced to the following sentences: "Both velocity strengthening and weakening are compatible with the thermodynamic conditions (13), that is, they both satisfy the second law of thermodynamics. Furthermore, the differences in requirements between Eqs. (30) and (31) indicate a possible mechanism in this respect. In this model, it is caused by the difference between the linearity of the instantaneous jump and that of the following relaxation to the load-point velocity. A possible explanation of the mechanism can be the appearance of dissipative structures during frictional jump and the following relaxation."
